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LISTEN,
This is not for everyone... 

We're not here to push vanity metrics:

Clicks. Views. Engagement.

Sure. Those are nice in traditional digital

marketingland.

But SALES...

those are King.

Sales with ROI? Even better.

To be clear, this isn't posting, boosting & praying...

This is a full stack marketing master plan that can scale

sales with proof and predictability:

Paid Traf�c. Organic Rankings. Reviews. Retargeting...

 An omnipresent marketing machine.

But Just So You Know...

These funnels are not for everyone;

 they require a solid offer and the crazy desire to grow.

With that said, if you're interested in how these sales

machines work...

Here's the basic breakdown

of our process and system we've perfected

to the tune of $50,000,000+ in partner growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.

Tracking ROI And Scaling Sales With
Systems
Every business owner knows that marketing works.

The problem?

They often lack the insight into what is actually working and what is

not.

At HACKITCS, we believe that your ROI should not be a guessing

game.

That's why the �rst step taken by our team of marketers and data

engineers is to start with tracking and ROI.

Your website is a machine; a machine we can leverage for patterns,

behavior and data.

We harness that data to re�ne your best inbound lead systems, so we

can scale with data and a sales-�rst focus.

The game is simple: Spend money to make money.

This allows you to spend into growth with proof and predictability...

all while outspending your competitors and eating up the market

share.



2 .

Retargeting machines to chase down
leads (in your sleep)
Have you ever left an item in your online shopping cart - only to see

that same item follow you around the internet?

Good.

 That's the power of internet marketing and retargeting.

It's a logic-based machine to gobble up sales right outside your door.

We enlist these same principles to target individuals who have

already shown intent in your services or offer

We'll put your brand on all devices (phone, computer, tablets, TVs)

and reach them on the most popular platforms (Facebook, Instagram,

YouTube, Websites) with hyper audience segmentation.

And... this runs 24/7 in the background, chasing down your hottest

leads for you (even while you sleep).

We want to enable your funnel to work on your behalf and let it

compliment all of your other marketing efforts.

Whether your focus is on referrals, networking or traditional

marketing,

as soon as someone visits your website, your retargeting machine will

activate and work tirelessly on your behalf.

No calling in sick. No running late. This engine is always on.



3.

Red Hot Leads With  Laserlike Targeting &  
Omnichannel Presence    

Now that we have a fully-functioning retargeting engine working

across multiple devices and platforms,

it's time to feed the funnel. 

Now, in the world of internet marketing, when it comes to new clients

and customers, nothing beats INTENT.

In essence, the best spot to feed your funnel with warm leads is to

target those actively searching to solve their problems.

We do this through keyword selection and audience targeting.

After we bring them to your website, we present with your clear Call

To Action (CTA).

 They �ll out a form. They book a call.

But...if they're currently just 'Shopping' and not 'Buying'

the retargeting engine will keep your offer in front of them until

they're ready to move.

Rinse and Repeat.

With ROI tracking, retargeting and inbound omni-present inbound

systems, we'll keep your pipeline full while increasing and eating the

market's mindshare.



Last, Let's Combine These Elements And
One More To Win Organic Rankings
Let's not forget the utter importance of organic search ranking. 

Because when one is in the game of clicks, data and ROI - your search

result ranking is paramount to sustaining long-term growth. 

25% of those searching on Google click the �rst website listed after a

search result is provided.

 Meaning, if you're not ranked in the �rst few websites listed... you're

literally loosing real money and real opportunity.

That means there should be plenty of attention paid to your Google

Reviews, Google Maps and My Google Business activity.

 This off-page SEO is a specialty service that we also love to utilize.

While our ROI tracking, retargeting and inbound systems get a lot of

love and attention, we also know how to combine these elements to

run your full stack online marketing funnel.

 Let us handle the automation, SEO and inbound appointments, while

you focus your time on closing deals and doing what you do best.



Book A Strategy Session

BOOK YOUR STRATEGY SESSION

Are You Ready To Scale Your Sales With A

Full-Stack Marketing Funnel?

https://www.hacktics.com/on-demand-training/?utm_source=pa_ebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=ebook

